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WINE 2013 – North Europe Business Meetings is one of the actions of Unioncamere Promo-
tional Program 2013 organized by Aspin, the Special Agency of Frosinone Chamber of 
Commerce for international Activities, in collaboration with  ICE-Italian Trade Promotion 
Agency.

The purpose of Wine 2013 is to promote the excellence of Made in Italy in the most 
dynamic and emerging markets in Northern Europe: the Baltic countries, the 
Scandinavian countries, Poland, Russia and Ukraine.

Among them most Scandinavian countries from 2008 to 2012 increased their imports in 
wines and spirits more than 40%, while the Baltic countries have increased them more 
than 100%: the percentage of Italian products was relevant. Such growth trends cannot 
be ignored and have to be evaluate strategic for our companies willing to increase their 
export.

The beverage excellences involved in Wine 2013 are wines, liqueurs, distillates, 
beers and water of Lazio, from Frosinone Province and Viterbo Province, and Campania
Region, from Avellino Province.
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ltineris is an italian artisan brewery. lt was founded in autumn 2010 in Civita Castellana (VT), near Rome. The 
Master Brewery, Claudio Conti, was a Services Manager in the North of ltaly and he left his company and 
came back to his city in order to realise his dream of building an artisan brewery and producing artisan 
beers.
ls it possible to transform a passion into an entrepreneurial venture? Claudio fully believes so. After com-
pleting several courses to develop the techniques of beer production and after following different Masters 
Brewery he founded the Birrificio ltineris.

Birrificio Itineris

Birrificio Itineris
Via Donatello 1  (Zona Fontana Martuccia)                                       
01033 Civita Castellana (VT) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0761 971644
fax: +39 0761 557 505
www.birrificioitineris.it

Contacts:

Claudio Conti owner
mob.: +39 327 42 29 821
email: info@birrificioitineris.it                      
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Enogourmet selects, promotes, distributes and exports specialty foods and quality wines & spirits from all 
regions of Italy, giving special attention to particularities from the small producers that have a strong tie with 
their territory.
A singular attention is given to the land of origins of Enogourmet, Frosinone, green hills and valleys right in 
the middle of two large urban realities, Rome and Naples where it breeds their influences and cultural-
gastronomic traditions.
This land is characterized by two wine areas of significant tradition: the area where Cesanese Del Piglio 
(DOCG) grows, the only autochthonous red vine of Latium and the area of Cabernet Di Atina (DOC) in 
which wine makers have been growing the international varieties since the second half of the 1800s.
The purpose of Enogourmet commercial philosophy is to connect small Italian producers with the internatio-
nal eno-gastronomic business community interested in quality Italian products.
Hence, we give the possibility to group orders, even if small ones, of a full variety of produce  from the 
numerous producers who represent the excellence of the Italian EnoGastronomic production by means of 
punctual, reliable and professional service.

Enogourmet

Enogourmet
Via Vado del Tufo, 33                                             
03100 Frosinone (FR) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0775 880095                             
fax: +39 0775 835681 
www.enogourmet.it

Contacts:

Giorgio Merryweather general manager
email: info@enogourmet.it                                 
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Carpenito’s Distillery was  born in 1998 when Mr. Mario Carpenito starts his activity in wine growing mixed 
cultures in order to produce distils and grappa. The distillation establishment  is situated in Tufo (Av) which, 
thanks to its many agricultural and wine business is known as  the “ Town of DOCG Greco di Tufo wine”.
The activity is a made by hand and is part of the weaving factory system aiming at increase wine and food 
resources in the regional area.
So, Carpenito Distillery represents the first initiative in Partenio area aiming at the working of valuable fresh 
marc exclusively produced in the areas of DOCG Greco, Fiano, Aglianico and Falanghina.
By this  working Excellent  monovine  grappa are obtained, all characterized by the typical aroma and flavor 
of the fine grapes used.

Distilleria Carpenito

Distilleria Carpenito
Via Stazione - zona industriale
83010 Tufo (AV) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0825 998423                                
fax: +39 0825 998423
www.distilleriacarpenito.it

Contacts:

Paolo Carpenito sales manager
mob.: +39 339 6242860 
email: cardemdisti@libero.it
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La Fenice

La Fenice, established in 2010,  started the production of  Rattafia craftsmanship. The main purpose of the 
firm is to offer a product which is founded on the old farmers traditions and at the same time to create a 
nonpareil, renowned, modern and multifunctional taste. In this way Fenice srl is able to satisfy the requests of 
the most demanding  clients, those people always searching for the best quality in food and wine.

La Fenice 
Via Colle Cottorino 175
03100 Frosinone (FR) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 328 1640497
fax: +39 0775 211926
www.lafenicesapori.com                                         

Contacts:

Marco Messia general manager
email: marcomessia@libero.it
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Paolucci liquori int srl is  a modern factory located inside the industrial area of Sora in the province of Frosi-
none (ITALY). The company has a wide range of typical Italian liquors like Limoncello Grappa and Amaro, 
made by means of modern technology by following the traditional recipes of “Ciociaria” the name of our 
land.

Paolucci Liquori 

Paolucci Liquori  
Via Colle d’Arte, snc                             
03039 - Sora (FR) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0776 868551
Fax: +39 0776 868276
www.paolucciliquori.it

Contacts:

Francesco Paolucci sales manager
mob.: +39 339 1126945 
email: info@paolucciliquori.it
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The city and its healing waters have a very ancient origin. In prehistoric times, the valley of Fiuggi was a lake 
that with the lacustrine sedimentation and volcanism it is in time filled with a layer of silt, clay, tuff and ash. 
Today, the water flows  through the volcanic layer, enriching itself with benefic components: the secret of 
the properties of Water Fiuggi is thus in its composition. Fiuggi is a precious mineral water and by consuming 
it daily, it maintains the entire body youthful thanks to its excellent depurative properties.

Acqua & Terme di Fiuggi 

Acqua & Terme di Fiuggi 
Piazza Martiri di Nassiriya                                                                                                              
03014 Fiuggi (FR) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0775 506539                                                          
fax: +39 0775 506539
www.acquafiuggi.com                          

Contacts:

Marco Franzoso sales manager
mob.: +39 345 7019959 
email: info@acquafiuggi.eu      
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Anagni hills. Forty hectares - of which 10.5 cultivated - coming from a large estate owned by this family since 
1870. This is the agricultural reality for Marcella Giuliani, a woman of character with a firm ecologist conscien-
ce; a woman who loves and cherish her wine.
This affection appears through all of her nectars. From the past to the future: in 2002 the old winery has been 
restored and re-equipped (state-of-the-art stainless steel vans for wine production and new French oak bar-
riques); since 2007 the entire production has been following the organic vine growing methods. Moreover, 
the company is CO2 certificate creditor, and is equipped with a photovoltaic system which guarantees 
energy self-sufficiency.

Azienda Agricola Biologica 
Marcella Giuliani

Azienda Agricola Biologica Marcella Giuliani
Via Anticolana, Km 5 - Località Vico
03012 - Anagni (FR) ITALY
fax: +39 06 44235908
www.aziendaagricolamarcellagiuliani.it

Contacts:

Marcella Giuliani owner
mob.: +39 335 8219504
email: matolu@tiscali.it 
aziendamarcellagiuliani@gmail.com                    
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Agricola Emme holds the legendary Massimi Berucci Vineyards name and produces CESANESE del PIGLIO 
using traditional wine producing processes. Today they continue to actively support prestigious productions 
of Cesanese and Passerina. A careful analysis of what we produce as well as our vineyards has turned our 
attention to new investments which has resulted in multiplying the old vineyards by adding new implants of 
CASAL CERVINO on limestone rich red soils, VIGNALI and TORRETTA on red soils and VALLE BIANCA on white 
soils. Care and modern technologies protect our vines and our wines to create superior quality products 
which are produced in the stunning region of Ciociaria.
Today the owners are Anatolio and Pietro Piccirilli, millers in Anagni; who have worked to create the com-
pany’s success .

Azienda Agricola Emme 

Azienda Agricola Emme 
Via Casilina km 63
03012 - Anagni (FR) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0775 769960
fax: +39 0775 779991

Contacts:                                

Anatolio Piccirilli general manager
mob.: +39 335 8165169 
email: agricolaemme@agricolaemme.it     
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In the aftermath of the Second World War, when the global conflict was still lacerating the land, grandpa 
Giuseppe Macciocca, still hoping in a peaceful future, buys new vineyards in the municipality of Piglio. To-
day, after more than sixty year, this hope is kept alive by his grandson Mario, carrying on the family tradition 
of wine-growing and wineproducing.
Vineyards of Cesanese di Affile and Passerina del Frusinate are now spread on three hectares of red clays of 
volcanic origins, rich in minerals and perfectly draining. 
Agricola Maciocca has a great passion and a proved agronomic and wine-growing expertise.
It has also started to use biodynamic training techniques. Moreover, a last almost reached goal: creating a 
small, modern winery.

Azienda Agricola 
Macciocca

Azienda Agricola Macciocca
Via Piagge, 147
03010 - Piglio (FR) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0775 501021 
fax: +39 0775 501021

Contacts:

Mario Macciocca general manager
mob.: +39 320 7638282 
email: agricolamacciocca@gmail.com
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“Wine made from grapes” is the ultimate objective of Maria Elena Sinibaldi, owner of her homonymous wine 
company. Nine hectares - of which three cultivated with vines - located on the sunny hills of Santa Maria di 
Pugliano, in Paliano. In order to make her noble goals real, Elena starts from the family’s vineyards, dating 
back to the early Sixties and repositories of the important historic heritage of ungrafted vines. They also re-
present a rich anthology of very old native vine varieties (Bommino, Beglio Bono, Pagadebiti, Abbottautti, 
Ferrone…).
Such a wide range of vines would put in difficulties the varietal identification techniques of the best experts 
of ampelography. Elena’s work continues in the winery, where, advised by the biologist friend Maurizio Pez-
za, she follows an absolutely typical vinification process (pumping over and punching of the cap, no strict 
filtering and no thermically stressing technique).

Azienda Agricola
Sinibaldi Maria Elena

Azienda Agricola Sinibaldi Maria Elena
Via Bosco Castello, 33                                                                                                               
03018 Paliano (FR) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0775 533069
www.boscocastello.it

Contacts:

Maria Elena Sinibaldi general manager 
mob.: +39 347 1768774 
email: boscocastello@libero.it                       
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Located in Tufo, in Campania, the di Marzo winery is the original estate where the Greco di Tufo was first 
made.
In 1647, Scipione di Marzo, first known ancestor of the family, left his hometown of San Paolo Belsito, near the 
town of Nola to flee from the plague that was ravaging the region. He took with him some vines of a local 
white variety called, at the time, Greco del Vesuvio or Greco di Somma. Once  settled in Tufo, he planted 
this variety thus becoming the founder of the wine Greco di Tufo.

Cantine di Marzo

Cantine di Marzo
Via G. di Marzo
83010 Tufo (AV) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0825 998022
fax: +39 0825 998383
www.cantinedimarzo.it

Contacts:

Ferrante di Somma  CEO
mob.: +39 333 1115299
email: info@cantinedimarzo.it
skype: ferrantedisomma
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In Casale della Ioria time is not a simple unit of measure, but a sacred principle. Time means the secular 
Holm oak screening the cottage from sun, which characterizes the trademark of the company. Time means 
respect for the terroir and its history. Time means the long experience that gave Paolo Perinelli the possibility 
to become a model of reference, not only in the regional context. Time means an attentive, passionate, 
uninterrupted work. That is why the ancient lineage of the clones, the great potentials of the vine varieties, 
the training of the vines and the protection of the grapes, the hand-pick and the low invasive and low en-
vironmental impact techniques help Casale della Ioria’s wines acquire a constant exceptional quality and 
allow Paolo to transfer “time in the glass”.

Casale della Ioria

Casale della Ioria 
Piazza Regina Margherita, 1                                                                                                                  
03010 - Acuto (FR) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0775 56031
fax: +39 0775 744282
www.casaledellaioria.com

Contacts:
Paolo Perinelli owner
mob.: +39 335 6403079 
email: info@casaledellaioria.com
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When describing the agricultural company Coletti Conti (approximately two hundred hectares, twenty of 
which planted), one risks to exceed in hagiographic tones. This is not due to the fact that the noble family 
tree counts four Popes and other distinguished ancestros. Instead, that simply depends on the extraordinary 
human and professional qualities of Anton Maria, or simply Antonello. He is able to express them not only in 
his personal life, but also in the vineyards. As far as the latest aspect is concerned, need only to stress that the 
rare elegance and extraordinary personality of these wines is certainly determined by the pedoclimatic con-
ditions of the hillock, the good exposure of the old holding “La Caetanella” located in Anagni, the mineral 
richness of the volcanic soil, the perfect vine-growing techniques, the clonal selection and the exceptional 
quality of the grapes, but all this depends on very talented hands. Romanico, Cosmato, Hernicvs and Arca-
dia have now entered in the national wine offer in order to stay.

Coletti Conti

Coletti Conti
Via Vittorio Emanuele, 116                                                                                                             
03012 - Anagni (FR) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0775 728610
fax: +39 0775 728610
www.coletticonti.it

Contacts:
Antonello Coletti Conti owner
mob.: +39 389 9009900 
email: coletticonti@coletticonti.it
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The Di Cosimos are a family of enlightened entrepreneur, honest, capable and eclectic. Among the various 
activities in which they excel there is wine-producing. Their estate is spread over approximately two hundred 
hectares, including twenty-six hectares covered in vines (of which twenty listed in the “Albo della DOCG”, 
the official register of DOCG wines) and three hillocks - colle Tonno, colle Ticchio and colle Ricchezza - which 
represent wonderful postcards of the countryside near Anangni. Moreover, Corte dei Papi can boasts of 
a perfectly restructured cottage, a very modern winery and the merit of an uninterrupted work aimed at 
linking the company and its products to the history and the thousand-yearold culture of the so-called City 
of the Popes, Anagni. And let’s not forget their balanced, pleasant and elegant wines, produced, as the 
company’s motto suggests, “skillfully”.

Corte dei Papi   

Corte dei Papi 
Località Colletonno
03012 - Anagni (FR) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0775 769271
fax: +39 0775 769133
www.cortedeipapi.it

Contacts:
Antonio di Cosimo owner
email: info@cortedeipapi.it
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Chiara Petitto, born in 1883, a naturalist who cared for the family estate and for whom the winery is named.
For five generations, a unique estate in Campania producing Taurasi, Aglianico, Fiano di Avellino and Greco 
di Tufo, has been passed from woman to woman and today is managed by 5th generation female Ilaria 
Petitto.
The land has been in the family since ‘800. The vineyards formerly produced wine for the family’s own con-
sumption until 2005 when Chiara Petitto successfully completed a winery in Montefalcione to vinify the fruit 
from her family estate and pay tribute to past generations.

Donnachiara

Donnachiara
Via Guerriero 8
83100 Avellino (AV) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0825 977135
fax: +39 0825 977784
www.donnachiara.it

Contacts:

Chiara Petitto general manager
mob.: +39 346 3521354 
email: amministrazione@donnachiara.it     
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Enogourmet

At Enogourmet, we select, promote, distribute and export specialty foods and quality wines & spirits from 
all regions of Italy, giving special attention to particularities from the small producers that have a strong tie 
with their territory.
A singular attention is given to the land of origins of Enogourmet, Frosinone, green hills and valleys right in 
the middle of two large urban realities, Rome and Naples where it breeds their influences and cultural-
gastronomic traditions.
This land is characterized by two wine areas of significant tradition: the area where Cesanese Del Piglio 
(DOCG) grows, the only autochthonous red vine of Latium and the area of Cabernet Di Atina (DOC) in 
which wine makers have been growing the international varieties since the second half of the 1800s.
The purpose of Enogourmet commercial philosophy is to connect small Italian producers with the internatio-
nal eno-gastronomic business community interested in quality Italian products.
Hence, we give the possibility to group orders, even if small ones, of a full variety of produce  from the 
numerous producers who represent the excellence of the Italian EnoGastronomic production by means of 
punctual, reliable and professional service.

Enogourmet
Via Vado del Tufo, 33                                             
03100 Frosinone (FR) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0775 880095                             
fax: +39 0775 835681 
www.enogourmet.it

Contacts:

Giorgio Merryweather general manager
email: info@enogourmet.it
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A magnificent Bourbon coat of arms sculpted in the stone ideally introduces to the premises of the farm La 
Ferriera, once royal plant for iron fusion. The impressive structure, of high historical and architectural value, 
has been kept unaltered, thanks to an intelligent conservative restoration work. What has changed is its 
function. No more blast furnaces or iron casts, but steel vats and barriques made in oak coming from Never 
woods.
This helps transforming the company’s grapes into wine with distinct characters, under Riccardo Cotarella’s 
oenological guidance. The attention of Engineer Lucio Mancini, company owner, is equally given to all of 
his vineyards (approximately ten hectares in Colle Alto and Atina), the modern winery and wine promotion 
and marketing activities.

La Ferriera

La Ferriera
Via Ferriera, 743                                                                                                              
03042 - Atina (FR) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0776 691226                                                                                         
fax: +39 0776 610972
www.laferriera.it

Contacts:

Lucio Mancini owner
mob.: +39 348 6603095 
email: commerciale@laferriera.it
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The “Pileum” winery was founded in 2002 in Piglio, in Ciociaria.
Despite being young, is the daughter of the great tradition in the wine sector in our country which has a
long and distinguished history.
On the Ciociare hills is our picturesque farmhouse surrounded by green vines and from silver olive trees,
beautifully situated o n a rocky terrai n open and ventilated which aids the production offull-bodied
and aromatic grapes.
Since harvest select the best onesto ensure a product truly excellent.
Pileum use modern production technologies, but the work retains a tradition of wine-growing regio n with
centuries of history.

Pileum 

Pileum
Via Maggiore, 26
03010 - Piglio (FR) ITALY
mob. +39 366 3129910
fax: +39 06 9598519
www.pileum.it

Contacts:

Alessandra Borgia sales manager
mob.: +39 348 3017165 
email: info@pileum.it
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The TENUTA CAVALIER PEPE is a family winery in Irpinia, Campania, Southern Italy and its winemaker is Milena 
Pepe.
TENUTA CAVALIER PEPE estate is located in the heart of Irpinia, in the most vocated red wine denomination  
TAURASI  DOCG.
The estate has 40 hectares of vineyards and 5 hectares of olive trees. It produces around 350,000 bottles 
per year.
The wines which express the area’s identity are five white wines (Fanghina, Coda di Volpe, Fiano di Avelino 
docg, Greco di Tufo docg, Fiano di Avellino Docg Selezione), five  red wines (Irpinia Rosso, Aglianico, Campi 
Taurasini, Taurasi docg, Taurasi Riserva docg), two rose wines ( Irpinia Rosato doc) and one spumante.
Our wines have received many awards, among them we underline: the GRAN MEDAGLIA DI CANGRANDE 
at VINITALY 2010 and the LA CORONA in the VINI BUONI D’ITALIA 2012 guide for our OPERA MIA Taurasi docg 
2007.

Tenuta Cavalier Pepe

Tenuta Cavalier Pepe
Via Santa Vara
83040 Luogo Sano (AV) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0827 73766                                                                               
fax: +39 0827 78163 
www.tenutacavalierpepe.it

Contacts:
Milena Pepe sales manager
email: info@tenutacavalierpepe.it
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Petra Potens is located in Alvito, one of the most beautiful hilly town in the National Park of Abruzzo and La-
zio. My name’s Ciro Calabrese, I’m winemaker and enologist of Petra Potens; I was just a boy when decided 
to become a vintner and in 2003 I made my wish come true, implanting a 15 hectares vineyard at 480 mt 
above sea level. I care the whole quality in my vineyard and in my small winery, respecting biological me-
thods to cultivate vines. Pebbly and rich red earth, a huge plant density, low yield, perfection in winemaking 
process.

Tenuta Petra Potens 
di Calabrese Ciro

Tenuta Petra Potens di Calabrese Ciro
Colle della Iungera 7
03041 Alvito (FR) ITALY
mob.:  + 39 392 3129358                                                                                  
fax: +39 0811 9913770

Contacts:

Ciro Calabrese owner
email: calabresecirovini@virgilio.it 
skype:  giovannicondor55 
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Several human activities rise by mistake, by slip. It’ s been by mistake that in 2010 Vigne Guadagno rose. 
Brothers Giuseppe and Pasquale Guadagno, became, by chance, owners of a vineyard, planted with Fia-
no, in the town of Montefredane, in the heart of production of Fiano di Avellino docg. Pushed by the inner 
feeling of deepening the most various human activities, the brothers decided to go in for winemaking. They 
immediately started to work on the project suddenly determining the main vision any Italian winery should 
have: make unique wines, bound to the terroir of origin by an assertive and natural viticulture, as well as by a 
sharp winemaking tecnique. Everything started by chance, by opening a window over 2-hectare vineyard.

Vigne Guadagno

Vigne Guadagno
Via Ariella, 5
83030 Santa Paolina (AV) ITALY
tel./ph: +39 0825 1686379                                                                                                                                
fax: +39 0825 1681215
www.vigneguadagno.it

Contacts:

Pasquale Guadagno sales manager 
email: commerciale@vigneguadagno.it                                   
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